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WIMP dark matter heating in NS
この効果を古い中性子星で観測できるかもしれない。

標準冷却理論において t > 107 年で温度は非常に低くなる。
暗黒物質加熱効果を考慮すると，十分時間が経過した後に 

 となる。T∞
s → ∼ 2 × 103 K

σχN ≳ 10−45 cm2

JWSTなどで観測しうる。

Standard cooling

w/ DM
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Neutron Star as target of Dark Matter [C. Kovaris (2008)]  
[M. Baryakhtar et al. (2017)] …

Neutron Star

 w/ DMTs ≃ 2000 K

Surface Temperature Obs.
eg. James Webb Space Telescope

Dark Matter (DM)

Plot by N. Nagata
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•Neutron Star can be a good target to search for Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP)


•Gravitational capture → Kinetic energy injection/Annihilation → Anomalous heating source 

•Universal -prediction:  for wide WIMP parameters  

• If we observe neutron star w/ , we may constrain DM-nucleon cross section

Ts Ts ≃ 2000 K (1 GeV − 1 PeV, σχn ≳ 1045 cm2)
Ts ≲ 2000 K



WIMP dark matter heating in NS
この効果を古い中性子星で観測できるかもしれない。

標準冷却理論において t > 107 年で温度は非常に低くなる。
暗黒物質加熱効果を考慮すると，十分時間が経過した後に 

 となる。T∞
s → ∼ 2 × 103 K

σχN ≳ 10−45 cm2

JWSTなどで観測しうる。

Standard

w/ DM

Possible “Contamination”?
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[Alpar, Pines, Anderson, Shaham (1984)]

□ Internal heating 

□ Universal effects 

□ Quantitative relevance against DM heating 

Vortex creep heating [Shibazaki, Lamb (1989)]

Old but Still Warm

???

Plot by N. Nagata

• We “assume” there is no late time heating source 


• Recently, old but warm stars has been observed  
w/ 


• Serious contamination for DM search happens  
if neutron stars are dominated by the following heating:

Ts ≃ 104 − 106 K

 Can we really probe DM heating effects?

(due to creep motion of neutron superfluid vortex lines)



Neutron superfluid
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[Lifshitz, Pitaevskii “Statistical Physics Part 2”]

outer crustinner crust
rotation axis

f
vortex line

superfluid : � � vs = 0C

S

vortex line : � � vn � 0core

Figure 1: The structure of a neutron star and vortex lines. Left: The dark-gray, blue, and
light-gray regions represent the outer crust, inner crust, and core regions, respectively.
Right: A single vortex line in the inner crust region. The red line represents a vortex line
in the neutron superfluid where gray boundary regions represent the outer crust.

One of the most important features of superfluid motion is the potential flow condition,
which implies that vorticity is forbidden.

Ò ◊ vs = 0, (3.8)

where vs denotes the superfluid velocity. The above equation holds because the superfluid
velocity is proportional to the gradient of the phase of the condensate wavefunction and is
satisfied wherever superfluidity is present. It is still possible to observe nonzero circulation
by introducing a singular object known as a vortex line. In Fig. 1, we show the schematic
picture of a single vortex line in the neutron star inner crust where neutron superfluid is
thought to exist with nuclei lattice. The vortex line is a string-like configuration with fm
thickness (pink region). In this region, the normal matter phase appears with nonzero
vorticity, Ò ◊ vn ”= 0. The other region (blue region) satisfies Eq. (3.8) and exhibits
superfluidity.

The circulation for each vortex line is quantized in the following unit,

Ÿ = h

2mn
, (3.9)

where h is the Planck constant and mn is the neutron mass. This quantized feature
follows from the condition that the wavefunction of the condensate is single-valued and
thus the change in its phase must be an integral multiple of 2fi. If we measure the
circulation by choosing the integral path around the single vortex line as shown in Fig. 1,
the intersection between the vortex line and S gives nonzero velocity. Therefore, we obtain
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 Is vortex forbidden for superfluid?⇒

Vortex Line

• (Superfluid angular velocity)    (# of vortex line) 
→ Radial creep motion of vortex lines are necessary for superfluid to spin-down


⇔

Γ ≡ ∫ ∫S
dS ⋅ (∇ × vs) = ∫ dr 2πr κ n(r)

Macroscopic measure of rotation

Vortex lines of neutron superfluid

∇ × vs = 0
Vorticity : Microscopic measure of rotation

Vorticity per vortex line # density of vortex line

• Neutron  superfluid is expected to exist  
in inner crust region of a neutron star

1S0

(Potential flow condition)

core



Forces on Vortex Line
(1) Pinning force

→ Vortex line can be trapped by crust component 
→ Relative velocity: |vs − vc | > 0
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[Alpar, Pines, Anderson, Shaham (1984)]

(2) Magnus force

• Direction of force = Always in outer direction 
→ Vortex creep happens 
→ Decelerate superfluid rotation

fMag = ρ(vs − vc) × κ δv

δv = vs − ∂r
∂t

κ
fMag

⊙
fMag

vortex line

κ

neutron star

rotation axis

δv = vs − vc

fMag = fpin ⇔ (Ωs − Ωc) |cr ≡ fpin/(ρκr) ≃ (Ωs − Ωc) |steady

(2) Interstitial pinning(1) Nuclear pinning

Figure 2: The nuclear pinning and interstitial pinning for the vortex line pinning config-
urations.

One way to quantify this force is to compare the energies associated with di�erent
configurations of the vortex line. In Fig. 2, we show two possibilities for the pinning
configurations, the nuclear pinning and the interstitial pinning. The pinning energy is
defined by the di�erence between these two configurations,

Epin © ENP ≠ EIP, (3.15)

where ENP (EIP) denotes the energy of nuclear (interstitial) pinning configuration. A
nuclear pinning configuration occurs when the pinning energy is negative, and the vor-
tex line is directly attached to the nuclei lattice. Conversely, when the pinning force is
repulsive, the vortex line is pinned in the interstitial regions, allowing for greater degrees
of freedom in the pinning location. The pinning force per unit length is defined using the
pinning energy, denoted as Epin. Specifically, it can be expressed as,

fpin ©
Epin

›RWS

, (3.16)

where › is a correlation length of a vortex and RWS is the Wigner-Seitz cell radius. Notice
that the evaluated pinning force depends on the superfluid density through these variables.

Due to this pinning e�ect, the relative velocity between the superfluid and the vortex
lines will be developed.

”v © vs ≠ vVL = ”⌦ ◊ r, (3.17)

The last expression is obtained by using Eq. (3.10) and (3.14), and we introduced the
relative angular velocity.

”⌦ © ⌦s ≠ ⌦c, (3.18)

The Magnus force acting on a vortex line is proportional to this relative velocity between
the line and the superfluid component of the star, and it always acts in the outward
direction. Figure 3 illustrates the direction of the Magnus force on a vortex line in a
neutron star, with the force expressed in vector notation as a force per unit length.

fMag = fl(”v) ◊ , (3.19)
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∼ fm

Epin ≡ ENP − EIP

• Energy for Nuclear pinning  (NP) vs Interstitial pinning (IP)

 : nucleon density

 : distance from rotation axis 


: quantized vorticity


ρ
r
κ = ℏ/(2mn)

→ fpin ∝ Epin

vortex line nucleon



Energy dissipation
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[Alpar, Pines, Anderson, Shaham (1984)]

!= 4πR2
NSσSBT4

s
·Ediss = | ·Ω∞ | ⋅ ∫ dIpin(Ωs − Ωc) |cr ≡ J | ·Ω∞ |

Jobs ≡ 4πR2
NSσSBT4

s
| ·Ω |

  :  Current spin-down rate (observable)·Ω
  :  Surface temperature (observable)Ts

We introduce observationally favored value of  assuming vortex creep dominanceJ

inputs

•  is determined by nuclear interaction (  ) in inner crust region → Universal value for all neutron stars


•  should show the similar values for each neutron stars (w/ slight  dependence , up to  uncertainty)

J fpin

Jobs RNS 1(1)

We decided to test “Quasi-Universality of ” using neutron star -observationsJ Ts



Vortex creep heating vs Observations
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cf . Ts ∝ J1/4
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1. PSR B1706-44
2. PSR J1740+1000
3. PSR B2334+61
4. PSR B0656+14
5. PSR J0633+1748
6. PSR J0538+2817
7. PSR B1055-52
8. RX J1605.3+3249
9. PSR J2043+2740
10. PSR J1741-2054
11. PSR J0357+3205
12. PSR B0950+08
13. RX J0420.0-5022
14. PSR J0437–4715
15. RX J1308.6+2127
16. RX J0720.4-3125
17. PSR J2124-3358
18. RX J1856.5-3754
19. RX J2143.0+0654
20. RX J0806.4-4123
21. PSR J0108-1431
22. PSR J2144-3933

ln10J [erg s]

Vortex creep heating is  
consistent w/ current NS obs.

Young pulsar ( )

XDINS (w/ strong magnetic field)

Ordinary pulsar 
Millisecond pulsar

tage < 105 yr

used to test hypothesis

for  | ·Ω | ∈ [10−16, 10−10] s−1

Jobs ≃ 1043.0 − 1043.8 erg ⋅ s

Jobs ≡ 4πR2
NSσSBT4

s
| ·Ω |

Result: 

• We tested quasi-universality of  in  
vortex creep hypothesis using NS obs.

J
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Implication on DM heating?

If we use  ,  

(Vortex creep heating)    (DM heating)

Jobs ≃ 1043.0 − 1043.8 erg ⋅ s
≫
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Currently discovered neutron stars

Necessary value of  to detect DM (in )J log10

Observationally favored value of  (in )J log10

Theoretically favored value of  (in )J log10

NS used to test vortex creep hypothesis

(TDM
s ≃ 2600 K)

 predicted by vortex creep heating Ts (J = 1043 erg ⋅ K)
[Ruderman, et al. (1975)]Pulsar death line

[Chatterjee, et al.[arXiv:2205.05048]]

Vortex creep heating vs DM heating



Summary 
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• Quasi-universal  is obtained from obs:  
→ Consistent with vortex creep heating

J Jobs ≃ 1043.0−43.8 erg s

We study vortex creep heating as possible contamination to probe for DM heating ( ) in old NSsTDM
s ∼ 2000 K

□ Internal heating 

□ Universal effects 

□ Quantitative relevance against DM heating 

= 4πR2
NSσSBT4

s
!J | ·Ω∞ |→ controlled by J

→ associated by superfluid spin-down

Uncertainty of J pin• Accumulation of NS obs. may further test vortex creep hypothesis  
cf. wide area optical survey may observe 


• Be more creative to come up with brand-new DM search directions!

Ts ∼ 5 × 105 K

• Vortex creep heating seems to dominate DM heating 

Vortex creep heating vs Observation

Vortex creep heating vs DM heating

Future direction?

[Toyouchi, et al. (2022)]



Backup
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• 


•  for each region
[Rin, Rout]
fpin

→ We need to specify

Pinning force (1/2)

Evaluation of Epin

• Semi-classical approach 
Thomas-Fermi approx. (nucleons  interacting Fermi gas)  
→ Total energy = functional of local density


• Quantum approach 
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov approx. 
→ We can naturally include quantum & pairing effects

≃

fpin ≡ Epin/RWSξ

[Donati, Pizzochero (2004)]
[Seveso, Pizzochero, Grill, Haskell (2015)]

Evaluation of fpin

: distance from rotational axisR

[Avogadro, Barranco, Broglia, Vigezzi (2008)]
[Klausner, et al. [2303.18151]]

• “Microscopic” evaluation 
Estimation using  derived in -size box


• “Mesoscopic” evaluation 
Averaging  along mesoscopic length 

Epin fm

fpin L ≃ (103 − 104) fm

Jpin ≃ ∫
Rout

Rin

dRdθdϕ R3 sin2 θ ⋅
fpin(R)

κ

outer crustinner crust

core

L

� RWS

Mesoscopic Microscopic

Figure 4: The di�erence between microscopic and mesoscopic evaluations.

• Quantum approach. Another method to calculate many-body systems based
on an e�ective interaction, with a moderate numerical cost, is the Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov approximation. In this approach, each orbital is determined self-consistently
in the mean-field level [100–103]. The Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov approximation nat-
urally incorporates pairing pairing e�ects [116] unlike mean-field calculations where
paring e�ects need to be introduced manually. This approach is often referred to as
quantum approach [49–51, 117]. In this approach, the energy is evaluated using the
one-body Schrödinger equation, and quantum e�ects are automatically considered.

Through the aforementioned nuclear many-body calculation, we can obtain the nec-
essary input to evaluate the pinning force. For a given density, or in other words, a given
RWS, we can derive ›. We can also evaluate Epin (defined in Eq. (3.17)) by calculating
ENP and EIP. The evaluation methods are classified into two approaches.

• Microscopic. For the interstitial pinning configuration, we may estimate the pin-
ning force through Eq. (3.18). The necessary inputs are {Epin, RWS, ›} evaluated
at each density. We call this evaluation microscopic estimation of the pinning force
since we focus on the microscopic scale that is characterized by the Wigner-Seitz
radius (See the right window in Fig. 4).

• Mesoscopic. The evaluation method beyond the mesoscopic estimation is pro-
posed in Ref. [52]. By introducing vortex tension, the vortex length, denoted as L,
considered to be straight, can be estimated as L ≥ (102–103) ◊ RWS [52] (See the
middle window in Fig. 4). This method is referred to as the mesoscopic scale. The
pinning force is evaluated by inputting the values of {Epin, RWS, L} and by averag-
ing along the mesoscopic scale over the possible directions of the crystal lattice with
respect to the vortex. In Ref. [52], the density dependence of mesoscopic pinning
force is derived by introducing the pinning energy derived from the semi-classical
approach [47]. Following the same methodology, the mesoscopic pinning force can
also be evaluated in the quantum approach [117].

Table 1 provides a summary of the current evaluations of pinning energy/force. The
first four rows classify the evaluations based on the type of nuclear interaction used. For
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(2) Interstitial pinning(1) Nuclear pinning

Figure 2: The nuclear pinning and interstitial pinning for the vortex line pinning config-
urations.

One way to quantify this force is to compare the energies associated with di�erent
configurations of the vortex line. In Fig. 2, we show two possibilities for the pinning
configurations, the nuclear pinning and the interstitial pinning. The pinning energy is
defined by the di�erence between these two configurations,

Epin © ENP ≠ EIP, (3.15)

where ENP (EIP) denotes the energy of nuclear (interstitial) pinning configuration. A
nuclear pinning configuration occurs when the pinning energy is negative, and the vor-
tex line is directly attached to the nuclei lattice. Conversely, when the pinning force is
repulsive, the vortex line is pinned in the interstitial regions, allowing for greater degrees
of freedom in the pinning location. The pinning force per unit length is defined using the
pinning energy, denoted as Epin. Specifically, it can be expressed as,

fpin ©
Epin

›RWS

, (3.16)

where › is a correlation length of a vortex and RWS is the Wigner-Seitz cell radius. Notice
that the evaluated pinning force depends on the superfluid density through these variables.

Due to this pinning e�ect, the relative velocity between the superfluid and the vortex
lines will be developed.

”v © vs ≠ vVL = ”⌦ ◊ r, (3.17)

The last expression is obtained by using Eq. (3.10) and (3.14), and we introduced the
relative angular velocity.

”⌦ © ⌦s ≠ ⌦c, (3.18)

The Magnus force acting on a vortex line is proportional to this relative velocity between
the line and the superfluid component of the star, and it always acts in the outward
direction. Figure 3 illustrates the direction of the Magnus force on a vortex line in a
neutron star, with the force expressed in vector notation as a force per unit length.

fMag = fl(”v) ◊ , (3.19)

8

∼ fm



Pinning force (2/2)
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Evaluation of Jpin

BU

| || ||
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1040 1041 1042 1043 1044 1045

Quantum Meso (SLy4)

Semi-classical Meso (Argonne)

Semi-Classical Micro (Argonne)

Jpin [erg s]

Quantum, Meso

Semi-classical, Meso

Semi-classical 
Micro

[1.7 × 1040, 1.9 × 1043] erg s
(Semi-classic/Quantum, Meso.)

[9.8 × 1043, 6.6 × 1045] erg s
(Semi-classical, Micro.)

Jpin =

Input evaluations of  fpin

Jpin ≃ ∫
Rout

Rin

dRdθdϕ R3 sin2 θ ⋅
fpin(R)

κ

max
min

We evaluated range of  w/ conservative errorJpin

→ well-accommodate w/ Ts ≃ (104 − 106) K ( J
(1040 − 1046) erg s )

1
4



Temperature observation: B1706-44 as eg.

BU

• Mass:  unknown → Fixed as 


• Radius:  unknown → Fixed as 


• Distance:  unknown → Fitted to be 

M = 1.4 M⊙

R = 10 km
d = 1.7 ± 0.3 kpc

Profile

Fitting
• Data:  XMM-Newton (soft X-ray)


• Model:  BB, BB+PL, atomos + PL


• Result:  Acceptable  is obtained for BB+PL & atmos+PL models 
             BB + PL also works but w/ small radii ( ) 
             atmos + PL model tend to predict lower  & larger 


• Uncertainty:   (BB+PL & atmos+PL)

χ2

R ∼ 1 − 3 km
Ts R

Ts = (0.72 − 3.45) × 106 K

[McGowan et al. (2004)]

– 16 –

Fig. 2.— PN and MOS1 spectra of PSR B1706-44. First panel, data (crosses) and best-

fit blackbody plus power-law model with free NH (thick line) for the parameters given in
Table 1. Second panel, the difference between the data and the blackbody plus power-law

model. Third panel, data (crosses) and best-fit magnetic atmosphere plus power-law model
(thick line) for the parameters given in Table 1, where the radius of the neutron star was
fixed at 12 km. Second panel, the difference between the data and the magnetic atmosphere

plus power-law model.

– 20 –

Table 1. Spectral fits to PSR B1706-44

Model NH Γ R T∞ D χ2
ν [dof]

×1021 cm−2 km ×106 K kpc

BB 5.5 (fixed) · · · 0.75+0.06,a
−0.04 3.28+0.08

−0.12 2.3± 0.3 (fixed) 4.88 [661]

BB 0.001+0.058
−0.001 · · · 0.10+0.04,a

−0.02 8.14+1.14
−1.18 2.3± 0.3 (fixed) 2.92 [660]

PL 5.5 (fixed) 2.45+0.05
−0.05 · · · · · · 2.3± 0.3 (fixed) 1.82 [661]

PL 2.9+0.2
−0.2 1.83+0.05

−0.05 · · · · · · 2.3± 0.3 (fixed) 1.17 [660]
BB+PL 5.5 (fixed) 1.57+0.07

−0.06 3.23+0.22,a
−0.20 1.76+0.06

−0.06 2.3± 0.3 (fixed) 0.84 [659]
BB+PL 4.5+0.7

−0.4 1.49+0.09
−0.08 1.81+0.43,a

−0.29 2.01+0.18
−0.20 2.3± 0.3 (fixed) 0.84 [658]

atmos+PL 5.2+0.1
−0.1 1.45+0.14

−0.01 10 (fixed) 0.79+0.07
−0.31 1.7± 0.3 0.84 [658]

atmos+PL 5.1+0.2
−0.1 1.43+0.20

−0.05 12 (fixed) 0.82+0.01
−0.34 2.1± 0.2 0.84 [658]

Note. — The atmospheric cooling models are computed for B = 1012 G, pure-H chem-
ical composition, and have been provided by V. Zavlin (?). The local temperature Teff

obtained from the atmospheric fits have been redshifted to infinity according to T∞ =
Teff

√

1− 2GM/Rc2, with R given in the 4th column and M = 1.4 M#.
a Note that this is the value of the radius redshifted at infinity, while the entries in the atmo-

spheric fits are the model parameter R, i.e. the radius measured at the star surface.

Uncertainty comes from  & fitting models 
→ We choose a conservative range of 

{MNS, RNS, d}
Tobs

s



Inelastic DM scattering 

Sensitivity as target

BU

[MF, K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, J. Zheng (2022)]
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Figure 7: The current constraints and future prospects of DM direct detection experi-
ments, as well as the potential reach of NS temperature observation (NS window), are
shown in terms of the cut-o� scale � for (a) n = 3, Y = 0, and mDM = 3 TeV with
c5 = c6 = 1; (b) n = 5, Y = 0, and mDM = 14 TeV with c5 = c6 = 1; (c) n = 2, Y = 1/2,
and mDM = 1 TeV with c5 = cÕ

5 = 1, cs = 1, cÕ
s

= 0; (d) n = 3, Y = 1, and mDM = 1.9 TeV
with c5 = cÕ

5 = ≠1, cs = cÕ
s

= c6 = cÕ
6 = 1. The gray and orange bands represent the

current DM direct detection bounds and the neutrino floor, respectively. The gray dashed
lines indicate the sensitivity of XENONnT. We have ‡SD < ‡th ƒ 1.4 ◊ 10≠44 cm2 in the
blue region, where the predicted NS temperature is suppressed by a factor of (‡SD/‡th)1/4.
The inelastic scattering processes are kinematically forbidden in the green regions. The
brown region corresponds to �M0 < 100 keV and is excluded by the DM direct detection
bound through the inelastic processes.
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Figure 7: The current constraints and future prospects of DM direct detection experi-
ments, as well as the potential reach of NS temperature observation (NS window), are
shown in terms of the cut-o� scale � for (a) n = 3, Y = 0, and mDM = 3 TeV with
c5 = c6 = 1; (b) n = 5, Y = 0, and mDM = 14 TeV with c5 = c6 = 1; (c) n = 2, Y = 1/2,
and mDM = 1 TeV with c5 = cÕ

5 = 1, cs = 1, cÕ
s

= 0; (d) n = 3, Y = 1, and mDM = 1.9 TeV
with c5 = cÕ

5 = ≠1, cs = cÕ
s

= c6 = cÕ
6 = 1. The gray and orange bands represent the

current DM direct detection bounds and the neutrino floor, respectively. The gray dashed
lines indicate the sensitivity of XENONnT. We have ‡SD < ‡th ƒ 1.4 ◊ 10≠44 cm2 in the
blue region, where the predicted NS temperature is suppressed by a factor of (‡SD/‡th)1/4.
The inelastic scattering processes are kinematically forbidden in the green regions. The
brown region corresponds to �M0 < 100 keV and is excluded by the DM direct detection
bound through the inelastic processes.
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[N. F. Bell, G. Busoni, S. Robles (2018)]

• Large energy injection due to gravitational acceleration


• DM may be excited 


• eg. Electroweak multiplet DM

ΔMEW ≃ α2mW ≃ 1(100) MeV

ΔMNS ≃ mn (1 − 2GMNS
RNS )

− 1
2

≃ 300 MeV

σth ≡ πR2
NSmn

MNS
≃ 2.5 × 10−45 cm2

Direct detection & Neutron Star observation 
will be a complimentary probe for EW Multiplet DM 

Neutron Star obs. vs Direct detectionTable 1: Reference values of the DM-nucleon scattering cross sections and mass splitting
thresholds that determine the detectability of the TeV-scale DM in DM direct detection
experiments and NS observation.

Direct detection NS observation

Elastic
SI ‡(N),upper

SI ƒ 10≠45 cm2

‡(N)
th ƒ 10≠45 cm2

SD ‡(N),upper
SD ƒ 10≠40 cm2

Inelastic
SI

�M0, �M± . O(100) keV �M0, �M± . O(100) MeV
SD

4.1 Y = 0
4.1.1 Elastic scattering

We first consider the DM-nucleon elastic scattering process for the Y = 0 case. Let us
begin with the SI scattering. The SI scattering cross section of Majorana fermion DM
with a nucleon N is given by

‡(N)
SI = 4

fi

A
mDMmN

mDM + mN

B2

f 2
N

, (36)

where mN is the nucleon mass and fN is the e�ective DM-nucleon SI coupling. There are
two kinds of processes that contribute to this e�ective coupling. First, the dimension-five
operator (15) induces the DM-nucleon scattering via the Higgs-boson exchange, with the
e�ective coupling given by [136]

f (5)
N

= c5mN

2�m2
h

C
ÿ

q=u,d,s

f (N)
Tq

+ 3 ◊
2
27f (N)

TG

D

, (37)

where mh is the Higgs-boson mass, f (N)
Tq

© ÈN |mq q̄q|NÍ/mN are the nucleon matrix
elements of the quark scalar operators, and f (N)

TG
© 1 ≠

q
q=u,d,s f (N)

Tq
. For the nucleon

matrix elements f (N)
Tq

, we use the values obtained by a recent compilation [137]: f (p)
Tu

=
0.018, f (p)

Td
= 0.027, f (p)

Ts
= 0.037, f (n)

Tu
= 0.013, f (n)

Td
= 0.040, f (n)

Ts
= 0.037.

Second, the DM-nucleon scattering is also induced via W -boson loop processes [27–33].
This contribution to the e�ective coupling fN is expressed as

f (EW)
N

= (n2
≠ 1)fW

N
. (38)

We use the results given in Ref. [33] to compute fW

N
. It is found that if mDM ∫ mW , fW

N

rarely depends on the DM mass, having a constant value:13

fW

p
ƒ 2.8 ◊ 10≠11 GeV≠2 , fW

n
ƒ 2.7 ◊ 10≠11 GeV≠2 . (39)

13This non-decoupling behavior results from the properties of the loop integrals for these processes;
they are dominated by the contribution from the energy scale of O(mW ) and thus remain non-vanishing
even if the DM mass is very large [27].

13

※ N = n, p

≃
≫



Can we control uncertainty in Neutron Star (astro obs.) compared w/ Direct Detection (Underground exp.)? 

• We do have uncertainty from    Astrophysics      (eg. Internal unknown structure of compact star, initial condition)  
                                                  Nuclear Physics (eg. Nuclear force model under high density )


• Still, we may overcome some disadvantages in Direct Detection by combining Neutron Star obs.

Can we discriminate DM heating effects against other Neutron Star internal heating mechanisms? 

• eg. Rotochemical heating  →  Irrelevant if initial rotational period:  is sufficiently large [K. Hamaguchi et al. (2019)]


• We need to study other internal heating mechanisms to conclude whether or not we can really detect DM heating


• If we observe Neutron Star w/ , DM w/ nucleon int. can be widely constrained for -  range

P0

Ts ≲ 103 K GeV PeV

Is Neutron Star Obs. Promising?

BU

To establish this new direction, continuous efforts to form fundamental phys. is mandatory

Can we really detect such inflated signatures?  

• Recently, study of JWST sensitivity on DM heating is released [S. Chatterjee et al. [arXiv:2205.05048]]


• Neutron Star w/ (1)   & (2) 10 pc distance may be detectable in JWST (through NIRCAM filter)Ts ≳ 2600 K



•Recently, the number of pulsar data is increasing rapidly 
(eg. 248 pulsar data is added by FAST exp.)


•Nearest pulsar data:  (Distance) ~ 100 pc 
Pulsar within ~100 pc is discovered recently 
(Note: we have to point telescope into pulsar direction )

BU

Pulsar Catalogue

Discovered Year vs Distance
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[ATNF pulsar catalogue: https://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat/]



JWST Sensitivity 

BU

DM capture rate

JWST Sensitivity for DM heating

• Maximum surface temperature is derived by considering uncertainties: 
- EoS allowed region (on radius-mass plots ) 
- Neutron Star-DM phase space distribution 
→   (w/  validation)Ts ≃ 2600 K 40 %

• Wave length of DM black body radiation : 


• NIRCAM filter F150W2 provides the best sensitivity 
→  Detection w/ Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)  10 within 24 hours of exposure time

λ ≃ 2 μm

≳

5

FIG. 3. The e↵ective temperature due to kinetic+annihilation
heating, for old isolated NS at 10 pc, is shown as a function
of its mass. The black solid thick (thin) curves are the max-
imum (minimum) possible temperature obtained upon aver-
aging over parameters vd and ⇢�. The black dashed line de-
notes the e↵ective temperature obtained after further averag-
ing over NS velocity PDFs. The contours of SNR correspond-
ing to exposure time of 24.3 (5.5) hrs, for the filter F150W2
are shown in red solid (dashed) lines. The readout mode, ref-
erence background model and the number of dithers are the
same as in Fig. 2.

di↵erence in the temperature between the MAX and MIN
scenario is ⇠ 40%.

4.1 Detectability through JWST: As evident from
Fig. 2 (left panel), the SEDs peak at � ⇠ 2µm in
the near-infrared bands with maximum flux values
⇠ 2.5 nJy. Owing to the compact (R ⇠ 10 km) size
of NS, they will appear as unresolved, extremely faint
point sources, even for a cutting-edge facility such as the
JWST. Any attempts to detect such objects warrants
exploiting the full potential of JWST, optimizing every
available resource within the telescope and cameras. In
the right panel of Fig. 2, we demonstrate the sensitivity
of the Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCAM) on the JWST,
to the MAX and MED SEDs shown in the left panel.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is plotted as a function
of the exposure time, where the SNR is computed
using the exposure time calculator (ETC) specifically
dedicated for JWST and WFIRST missions [73]. The
SEDs displayed in Fig. 2 (left) are injected to the ETC
as source flux distributions. With the use of JWST back-
ground tools we generate a reference (low) background
model for a blank field given by coordinates RA=’03 32
42.397’ and Dec= ’-27 42 7.93’. NIRCAM o↵ers only two
very wide-band filters, that allow for e↵ective collection

of large amounts of photons. They are F150W2 and
F322W2, roughly corresponding to the near-infrared H
and L bands, and their wavelength coverage is marked
in Fig. 2 (left) using vertical dashed lines. The very
faint nature of the targets require integration times
longer than 1000 s, therefore observations will require
the DEEP8 readout pattern3 in order to minimize data
volume. Given that this readout pattern will be strongly
a↵ected by cosmic-rays, we assumed 21 dithers4. From
this figure, it is seen that NS with maximal KA heating
(MAX) has excellent prospects to be detected at SNR
⇠ 5–10 in <15 hrs of observing time with F150W2.
Detecting MED scenario is possible only at a SNR⇠ 5
after 24 hrs of exposure (25hr limit for a JWST small
program) for the filter F150W2.

4.2 Observational prospects: In Fig. 3, we summa-
rize the prospects of detecting KA heated isolated old
NS located at 10 pc distance. In the e↵ective temper-
ature vs NS mass plane, we plot contours of SNR =
2, 5, 10 for exposure times of 24.3 hrs (5.5 hrs) in solid
(dashed) red, obtained by imaging through the F150W2
filter. The absolute maximum (minimum) temperatures
for each NS mass is plotted with black thick (thin) curves.
The dashed line represents the temperature obtainable
upon averaging over the inputs ⇢�, vd, and v? for EoS
AP3. We find that the prospect for detection at SNR
& 10 of KA heated isolated NS is realized for the heaviest
NS ⇠ 2M� in our sample, corresponding to T1 & 2350
K. While the prospect for detection of lightest of the NS
. 1M� in our sample is not encouraging.

For a given M-R, the SNR typically increases with the
surface temperature, however, close to the Tmax

KA curve
the SNR contours display features that bend rightwards.
This is because the luminosity is proportional to the ra-
dius of the NS which varies while scanning through the
EoS. The kink in Tmax

KA curve at MNS = 2.1M� is due to
a jump from the end point of EoS WFF-1 to another.
For the scenario involving only kinetic heating,

the maximum temperature is ⇠ 2120 K for a NS of
2.1M� and 9.56 km, corresponding to EoS WFF-1
and NS velocity PDF 1E. For this case, after 24.3 hrs
of exposure through the F150W2 filter, a maximum
SNR ⇠ 5 can be obtained. As shown in this sec-
tion, detecting old and cold NS with JWST has good

3 NIRCAM allows for 9 di↵erent data readout patterns. The
DEEP8 pattern involves taking an image with 20 samples per
group where 8 frames are averaged and 12 frames are skipped,
in each group. Maximum number of groups for this mode is
20. Each detector readout takes 10.737 s for the full frame of
2048⇥2048 pixels [74].

4 Dithering is a technique in which multiple images are obtained
with small projected angular o↵sets on the sky. The resulting
images are then (median) combined to eliminate detector arti-
facts [74], and the spurious cosmic-ray hits, that would a↵ect the
individual images.

Targets

• Our targets: Isolated & old Neutron Stars near close to us


• Spatial distribution of stars are predicted by Monte-Carlo orbital simulations 
→  1-2 (100-200) old isolated Neutron Stars within 10 (50) pc are expected

※ After releasing the first scientific data on July 12, 2022,  
   JWST will start scientific works

(using Exposure Time Calculator)

[Chatterjee, Garani, Kumar Jain, Konadia, Kumar, Vempati [2205.05048]]

https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie/9910/2231768/Pandeia--a-multi-mission-exposure-time-calculator-for-JWST/10.1117/12.2231768.short?SSO=1
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FIG. 2. Left panel: Range of black body spectral energy distributions for the case of kinetic+annihilation heating for old isolated
NS at 10 pc are shown in red. The thick solid line, dashed line, thin line, correspond to e↵ective temperatures of 2639 K, 2190
K, 1564 K, and mass (radius) of M = 1.99M� (10.05 km), M = 1.5M� (12.07 km), M = 0.5M� (14.18 km), respectively.
Dashed lines were obtained upon averaging over all EoS independent inputs, while the solid (thin) line is representative of
the maximum (minimum) value of e↵ective temperature over all EoS we consider over the mass range 0.5 � 2.2 M�. Vertical
dashed lines delimit the bandwidth of filters F150W2 and F322W2. Right panel: The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is shown as
a function of exposure time for filters F150W2 and F322W2, and narrow band filter F200W. See text for details.

mergers of binary NS [5, 71]. Tidal deformability data
fit to purely hadronic EoS using the latest outer core
model [72] results in yellow shaded regions at 3-� [54].
Bayesian fits obtained by combining gravitational wave
data with low energy nuclear and astrophysical data are
shown as red regions [55] at 90% confidence level. Radio
and X-ray observation of pulsars [53] are shown by light
blue area. Simultaneous mass-radius measurements of
PSR J0030+0451 and J0740+6620 by NICER [7, 9]
([6, 8]) are shown as green dashed and brown shaded
rectangular regions representing 68% confidence limits,
respectively.

4. Luminosities of DM accreting NS.— Using the com-
putational inputs discussed in section 3, we now compute
the luminosities of NS from DM accretion heating. For
each set of (M, R) given by EoS i we compute the DM
geometric capture rate averaging over DM phase space
parameters through

Cg
i,j(M,R) = 

X

k,l

Z
dv?pj(v?)C

g
? (i, v?, v

k
d , ⇢

l
�) , (4)

where, j = 1, 5 corresponds to the di↵erent velocity
probability distributions (pj) of NS discussed above, and
the averaging coe�cient  = (kmax lmax)�1. Integers
kmax(=2) and lmax(=2) denote the number of values we
sample for parameters vd and ⇢�, respectively. When

both kinetic and annihilation heating processes are oper-
ative, the e↵ective surface temperature T1

i,j is obtained
by summing both contributions (m�(� � 1) + m�)C

g
i,j

and equating it to the apparent luminosity (see eq. (3)).
Next, we average over the NS velocity distributions by
hCg

i i =
P

j C
g
i,j/jmax to get an e↵ective average surface

temperature T1
avg,i . Assuming the NS to be a black body,

we compute the spectral energy distribution (SED) as
follows

f�(M,R) =
4⇡2

�3

⇣
e

2⇡
�T1 � 1

⌘�1
✓
R �

d

◆2

. (5)

Here R and d are the radius (typically 10 km) and dis-
tance (taken to be d=10pc) to the NS, and the factor
R�/d is the angle subtended by the NS to the observer.
The flux density at a given wavelength � is denoted by
f�(M,R), and T1 is the surface temperature of the NS
(see eq. (3)). In Fig. 2 (left panel), we display the SEDs
due to KA heating, encompassing the temperature range
for each combination of mass and radius shown in Fig. 1,
and NS velocity PDFs discussed above.
We consider three scenarios for the NS luminosity. The

MAX scenario is obtained for the NS EoS WFF-1 and the
1E velocity PDF, while, the MIN scenario is realized by
EoS PAL-1 and bimodal velocity PDF. The MED sce-
nario, however, is obtained by averaging over all NS ve-
locity PDFs, and corresponds to EoS AP3. The maximal

JWST Sensitivity (2/3)

BU

Wavelength vs Flux

• Spectral energy distribution assuming black body 
 

• Uncertainty source


• : velocity


• : DM density around the target


• : DM dispersion velocity


• Neutron star Equation of State (NS EoS)


• Prediction band is specified 


• MAX: EoS WFF-1 & 1E velocity PDF


• MED: Averaged


• MIN: EoS PAL-1 & bimodal velocity PDF


• Maximum flux:    @  

v⋆

ρχ

vd

fλ ∈ [0.5,2] nJy λ ∼ 2 μm

fλ(M, R) = 4π2

λ3 (e 2π
λT∞ − 1)

−1 ( Rγ
d )

2

[Chatterjee, Garani, Kumar Jain, Konadia, Kumar, Vempati [2205.05048]]



JWST Sensitivity (3/3)

BU

Exposure time vs SNR

• Input:   {MAX, MED} black body prediction in DM heating scenario


• Tool:     JWST exposure time calculator [Pandeia]


• Setup:  NIRCAM is assumed


• To do:   Prediction vs Background model → Expected SNR 
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FIG. 2. Left panel: Range of black body spectral energy distributions for the case of kinetic+annihilation heating for old isolated
NS at 10 pc are shown in red. The thick solid line, dashed line, thin line, correspond to e↵ective temperatures of 2639 K, 2190
K, 1564 K, and mass (radius) of M = 1.99M� (10.05 km), M = 1.5M� (12.07 km), M = 0.5M� (14.18 km), respectively.
Dashed lines were obtained upon averaging over all EoS independent inputs, while the solid (thin) line is representative of
the maximum (minimum) value of e↵ective temperature over all EoS we consider over the mass range 0.5 � 2.2 M�. Vertical
dashed lines delimit the bandwidth of filters F150W2 and F322W2. Right panel: The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is shown as
a function of exposure time for filters F150W2 and F322W2, and narrow band filter F200W. See text for details.

mergers of binary NS [5, 71]. Tidal deformability data
fit to purely hadronic EoS using the latest outer core
model [72] results in yellow shaded regions at 3-� [54].
Bayesian fits obtained by combining gravitational wave
data with low energy nuclear and astrophysical data are
shown as red regions [55] at 90% confidence level. Radio
and X-ray observation of pulsars [53] are shown by light
blue area. Simultaneous mass-radius measurements of
PSR J0030+0451 and J0740+6620 by NICER [7, 9]
([6, 8]) are shown as green dashed and brown shaded
rectangular regions representing 68% confidence limits,
respectively.

4. Luminosities of DM accreting NS.— Using the com-
putational inputs discussed in section 3, we now compute
the luminosities of NS from DM accretion heating. For
each set of (M, R) given by EoS i we compute the DM
geometric capture rate averaging over DM phase space
parameters through

Cg
i,j(M,R) = 

X

k,l

Z
dv?pj(v?)C

g
? (i, v?, v

k
d , ⇢

l
�) , (4)

where, j = 1, 5 corresponds to the di↵erent velocity
probability distributions (pj) of NS discussed above, and
the averaging coe�cient  = (kmax lmax)�1. Integers
kmax(=2) and lmax(=2) denote the number of values we
sample for parameters vd and ⇢�, respectively. When

both kinetic and annihilation heating processes are oper-
ative, the e↵ective surface temperature T1

i,j is obtained
by summing both contributions (m�(� � 1) + m�)C

g
i,j

and equating it to the apparent luminosity (see eq. (3)).
Next, we average over the NS velocity distributions by
hCg

i i =
P

j C
g
i,j/jmax to get an e↵ective average surface

temperature T1
avg,i . Assuming the NS to be a black body,

we compute the spectral energy distribution (SED) as
follows

f�(M,R) =
4⇡2

�3

⇣
e

2⇡
�T1 � 1

⌘�1
✓
R �

d
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. (5)

Here R and d are the radius (typically 10 km) and dis-
tance (taken to be d=10pc) to the NS, and the factor
R�/d is the angle subtended by the NS to the observer.
The flux density at a given wavelength � is denoted by
f�(M,R), and T1 is the surface temperature of the NS
(see eq. (3)). In Fig. 2 (left panel), we display the SEDs
due to KA heating, encompassing the temperature range
for each combination of mass and radius shown in Fig. 1,
and NS velocity PDFs discussed above.
We consider three scenarios for the NS luminosity. The

MAX scenario is obtained for the NS EoS WFF-1 and the
1E velocity PDF, while, the MIN scenario is realized by
EoS PAL-1 and bimodal velocity PDF. The MED sce-
nario, however, is obtained by averaging over all NS ve-
locity PDFs, and corresponds to EoS AP3. The maximal

[Chatterjee, Garani, Kumar Jain, Konadia, Kumar, Vempati [2205.05048]]

https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie/9910/2231768/Pandeia--a-multi-mission-exposure-time-calculator-for-JWST/10.1117/12.2231768.short?SSO=1


“Deep survey over an enormous area of sky”

• Targeted goal: 10 yrs observation using Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST)


• Location: Cerro Pachón ridge (in north-central Chile)


• Conducting frequency survey  
→ Obtaining images of every part of the visible sky (/every few nights) for 10 yrs 
→ Achieve huge astronomical catalog (×1000 larger size than that is previously achieved)


• Optical imaging telescope: A gigapixel camera & a data management system (to store data)

Vela Rubin Surveys

BU

Design: [https://www.lsst.org/about/tel-site/optical_design]

Aim

• Probing Dark energy & Dark matter


• Taking an inventory of the solar system


• Exploring the transient optical sky


• Mapping the Milky Way
WebCam: [https://www.lsst.org/news/see-whats-happening-cerro-pachon]

https://www.lsst.org/about/tel-site/optical_design
https://www.lsst.org/news/see-whats-happening-cerro-pachon


(1) DM is captured by Neutron Star if DM-nucleon cross section exceeds threshold value


(2) DM annihilates into the SM particles, which is thermalized and release its energy (  DM mass) into Neutron Star  
※ If DM annihilates into non-SM particles, final state particles may escape from stars (cf. “Secluded DM” scenario)


(3) Neutron Star Surface Temperature will be increased to reach JWST-sensitivity: 

≃

Ts ≃ 1(1000) K

DM Annihilation into Neutrino

BU

Standard Scenario: Neutron Star Heating by DM Annihilation

Question:  Can we apply this standard scenario to DM annihilation channel into neutrino?

Answer:  Yes, neutrino lose its energy before escaping from Neutron Star

Lν ≃ 1
n̄nσnν

∼ 1
n̄n × G2FE2ν

= 2.5 m ( 100 MeV
Eν )

2
Neutrino mean free path             :  

Neutron averaged density           :  

Neutron-neutrino cross section   :  

Lν
n̄n = 1037 cm−3

σnν ∝ G2
FE2

ν
Initially, neutrino from DM pair annihilation has 

→ Neutrino should lose its energy (to reach ) to escape from star

    cf. Neutrino trapping in Supernova:  (  ) is trapped in core of Supernova core ( )  
→ Neutrino may inject almost all its energy into Neutron Star before escaping

Eν ≃ mDM
Eν ≪ 100 MeV

ν Eν ≳ 10 MeV ρ ∼ 1011 g/cm3



Indirect Detection @Compact Star

BU

Indirect Detection @Neutron Star

• Target: Neutron Star


• Region: Galactic Center & Globular Cluster


• Channel: -ray (H.E.S.S. data is used)


• Result: DM-nucleon cross section is constrained  
(Constrained region scales as the product of DM & celestial  
 body densities )

γ

[R. K. Leane et al. (2021)]

[B. Batell, M. Pospelov, A. Ritz, Y. Shang (2010)]

• Secluded DM: DM mainly annihilates into non-SM mediator first (which finally decay into the SM particles)


• If (mean free path of annihilation final state) > (star radius), mediator may escape from star


• Mediator decays outside of star, which may bring astro-signatures of DM capture into star  
This scenario is studied in the context of indirect detection

Escape from Star: “Secluded DM”

mediator

ν

mediamediamedia

γ, e, µ ...

γ, e, µ ...
χχ annihilation

Figure 1: A schematic illustration of the new indirect detection signature of secluded WIMPs captured in
the solar core, annihilating to metastable mediators and leading to an electromagnetic flux: γ, e±, µ±, · · · .
Sensitivity to conventional WIMPs arises only through annihilation to neutrinos.

possibility emerges of mediators produced by WIMP annihilation in the center of the Earth
decaying directly into charged particles within neutrino telescopes. A schematic illustration
of this new indirect mechanism of probing secluded WIMP models is shown in Fig. 1.

A sub-GeV mass mediator will decay predominantly into light states, such as pions,
muons, electrons, gammas and neutrinos. As they are produced in the decays of highly
boosted mediators, these decay products will be tightly correlated with the direction to the
original WIMP annihilation point, with a typical angular size θV ∼ 1/γV . While for charged
particles this correlation can be reduced by the magnetic fields encountered on the way to
the detector, the directionality of gammas and neutrinos is unaltered. Modern gamma ray
telescopes enjoy an angular resolution much better than a degree, which may be exploited to
enhance the gamma ray signal-to-background. In particular, a notable source of background
to this signature is the generation of gamma rays via cosmic rays impinging on the Sun (see,
e.g. [9, 10]). Such background gammas will typically display a much softer spectrum than
gamma rays from mediator decays and will have no specific correlation with the solar center
where most of the secluded WIMP annihilation is expected to take place. The main gain in
sensitivity in detecting gammas from the decays of metastable mediators, as compared to a
more conventional search for a highly-energetic neutrino signal, may come from the increase
in efficiency. While the detection of multi-GeV neutrinos requires their conversion to muons,
which means a loss in efficiency of around ten orders of magnitude, the efficiency of detecting
gammas created outside of the solar radius can be order one.

In addition to gamma rays, many secluded WIMP models with relatively light mediators
are destined to produce a significant fraction of leptons in the final state, and thus we are
naturally led to the question of whether mediator decays outside the solar/planetary radii
are capable of contributing significantly to the fluxes of electrons and positrons seen by
PAMELA and Fermi. It is tempting to pursue the notion that these anomalies may in fact
have a local origin in the solar system, powered by the annihilation of secluded dark matter
trapped within solar bodies. This is an intriguing possibility, as it would offer a new dark
matter interpretation of these signatures that does not rely on galactic WIMP annihilation,
which generally requires a significant boost factor in the annihilation cross section. In this
context, a less extreme hierarchy between the WIMP and mediator mass may be feasible,
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FIG. 5. Scattering cross section limits for DM annihilation to long-lived mediators decaying to �� in Brown Dwarfs (using
Fermi), the Sun (using Fermi and HAWC [45, 47]), and Neutron Stars (using H.E.S.S.). The BD and NS limits are new
calculations in this work, calculated using the full Galactic Center population of BDs or NSs. The � = 1.0, 1.5 values
correspond to the inner slope of the DM density profile. Our limits have some assumptions; see text for details.

for varying Lorentz interactions. As such, we only show
the NS limit range with a dashed line – in full model-
dependent contexts, the limits will likely be contained
somewhere within this range.

We note several ways to construct models that can
change the relative strength of these limits. First, we
note that the solar and BD limits require proton scatter-
ing, while the NS limits require neutron scattering, so in
the case that only one coupling is present, the other limits
will disappear. We also note that we have assumed that
the mediator has a su�ciently long lifetime and/or boost
that it escapes the celestial body in question. However,
each of these systems shown have di↵ering radii, and as
such, if the mediator lifetime or boost were shorter, the
Sun, BD or NS limits may disappear, in that order. Fur-
thermore, much longer lifetimes may be probed by the
GC populations of BDs/NSs compared to the Sun – a de-
cay length that is much longer than an A.U. suppresses
the flux from the Sun, and depending on mediator boost,
can also enlarge the angular region that the signal ap-
pears to emanate from. In this sense, the BD/NS limits
are the most general; they apply to a wider range of decay
lengths.

While we have only shown mediator decay to gamma
rays �� ! �� ! 4� in Fig. 5, other final states can also
be probed. For electron final states, there is some ad-
ditional sensitivity at lower DM masses with BDs than
can be probed with the Sun, however this is only a few
GeV improvement, as the electron gamma-ray spectrum
is very soft, it peaks outside Fermi ’s energy range for any

lower DM masses. For b-quarks or ⌧ leptons, there is no
additional sensitivity with BDs using Fermi compared
to current constraints from the Sun. The main reason
why b-quarks or ⌧ spectral types do not gain new sub-
GeV sensitivity is that their softer spectral shapes peak
outside Fermi ’s sensitivity. As such, upcoming MeV tele-
scopes such as AMEGO and e-ASTROGAM could pro-
vide strong limits for these additional final states. Note,
however, that generically, the direct decay to photons will
provide the strongest constraints.

It also is possible to probe final states other than � !

2 SM with BDs/NSs. For example, constraints could also
be set on � ! 3� processes (motivated by light vectors)
and or � ! �

0+� (e.g. a long-lived dipole-type transition
between two massive dark sector states). However due to
their spectral shape, we expect these will likely produce
weaker constraints.

Lastly, we comment on our expectation that the cross
sections shown in Fig. 5 will lead to equilibrium being
reached. Most stars in the Galactic center nuclear star
cluster are expected to be very old, potentially older
than ⇠ 5 Gyr [55]. Therefore, to check the equilibration
timescale, we calculate the minimum scattering cross sec-
tion for all BD/NS within 100 pc that allows teq to be less
than O(1 Gyr). Conservatively, we consider the e↵ective
annihilation volume V to be the volume of the celestial
body BD/NS. For NS, and for both s� and p� wave DM,
teq will be smaller than 1 Gyr for scattering cross sections
of O(10�50 cm2) and higher, which is much lower than
the sensitivity for NS as shown in Fig. 5. For BDs, the



Evaluation of Threshold xsec (Improved Treatment)
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[J. F. Acevedo, J. Bramante, R. K. Leane, N. Raj (2020)]

neutron-rich nuclei (crystalline lattice)  
in degenerated electron sea

Outer crust:

Inner crust:

Outer core:

Inner core:

Atmosphere

neutron-rich nuclei, electron  
neutron (superfluid: 1S0)

unknown

electron, muon 
neutron (superfluid: 3P2)

proton (supercond.: 1S0)

∼ 1 km

∼ 10 km

4.2 × 1011 g/cm3

2 × 1014 g/cm3

Outer Crust: DM-Nucleon Scatt.

• Most “Naive” treatment of Neutron Star 
→ Regarding Star as bunch of individual neutrons


• Conservative approach 
→ Considering DM scattering other than core region


         (Core is less understood compared other regions)

Question:  Robust evaluation of threshold xsec?

• Physics of the outer crust is best-understood of all the layers 
※ Coherent effects are irrelevant for all the DM mass range

Inner Crust: DM-Pasta Scatt. 
• DM-nucleon scatt. dominates in outer region of inner crust  


• Relatively light DM may excite phonon in superfluid of inner crust


• “Nuclear pasta” phase is predicted in innermost region of inner crust

                    (for )σouter
th ≃ 10−40 cm2 10 MeV − 1 PeV

       (for )σpasta
th ≃ 10−43 − 10−41 cm2 10 MeV − 1 PeV

    (for )σphonon
th ≃ 10−39 − 10−34 cm2 10 eV − 1 MeV

                  (for )σnucleon
th ≃ 10−41 cm2 10 MeV − 1 PeV



Key: Separating “Heating on magnetic pole” & “Surface temperature”


• Temperature observation = spectral fit w/ two blackbody component


• Hot blackbody :     Coming from normal matter accretion on pole


• Cool blackbody :  Corresponding to surface temperature

(Thot)
(Tcool)

– 28 –

Fig. 3.— Same as Fig. 1 for the case of PSR B1055-52. Data are from pn, MOS1 and MOS2.
See Table 3 for details on the best fitting spectral parameters.

Some “expectation” for neglecting ISM effects


• Deflection by magnetic fields


• “Local bubble” structure near us  
ISM is relatively low within ∼ 100 pc

Interstellar matter (ISM) heating effects

BU

Accretion of Normal Matter

Dedicated treatment 

eg. [A. De. Luca (2004)]

Comment in [M. Baryakhtar et al. (2017)]

Separating  → We can overcome ISM heating contaminationThot & Tcool



Superfluidity in Neutron Star
Condition for superfluidity appear

• Transport w/o dissipation effect


•  Nonzero gap for the energy spectrum (to forbid dissipation)


•  Attractive force (to have nonzero gap)

⇔
⇔

BU

[R. Tamagaki (1970)]

それではこのコマの最後に, 中性子星で何が起こっていると思われているか述べたいと思
います. まずは実験事実に基づいて 1958年にA. Bohr氏に行われた指摘を紹介します. 原子
核の励起エネルギーを測定することで, 核子が奇数個ずつ入った場合に比べて核子が偶数個
ずつ入った場合の方が励起エネルギーが優位に高いことがわかりました. この事実から, 超伝
導体の中でCooper対が形成されているように, 原子核の中でも核子対が形成されているので
はないかと指摘されました. Cooper対形成 (1956年出版)や BCS理論 (1957年出版)などの
仕事に動機付けられてタイムリーに行われた議論になります. その後A. B. Migdal氏によっ
て議論がさらに発展されて, より具体的に温度が低い時に中性子星の中でCooper対ができ
ているのではないかという指摘が行われました.
その可能性がさらにクリアに示されたのが, 玉垣良三さんによる文献 [?]です. この仕事

では, 一般的な角運動量対についても使えるように一般化した上で中性子星の中で実際にど
んな核子対が形成されているか詳細に調べられました. その出発点となったのが核子核子散
乱の実験データです. 具体的には, 散乱の位相のずれが重要です. 状態を部分波展開した時に
散乱前後で位相差が, 角運動量保存で定義されます. 正の位相差が引力相互作用, 負の位相差
が斥力相互作用に対応しています.

Pairing in Nuclei

R. Tamagaki, Prog. Theor. Phys. 44, 905 (1970).
媒質効果により相互作用は変化を

受けうることに注意。

核子・核子散乱における位相のずれSuperjluid State zn Neutron Star Matter. I 907 

case and to two "half-Hamil-
tonian" (spin-up part and spin-
down part) for the triplet case. 
They showed various interest-
Ing properties derived from 
anisotropic energy gap. How-
ever, Balian and W erthamer14

) 

noticed the overlooking of Sz = 0 
component in Anderson and 
Morel's treatment of the sp 
pairing and showed the exist-
ence of an isotropic gap of the 
3P0 type with a lower energy. 
Also Gor'kov and Galitski?5a) 

discussed a possibility of the 

phase shifts in degrees 

400 500 600 (MeV) 
£!lobi 

N-N 
.t. HAMMA-HOSHIZAKI 

-- t• LIVERMORE group 

isotropic gap, although their _30o 

treatment seems to be subject 
to inconsistency.15

b) In these 
works, only the pairing inter-
action of central forces was 
considered. Pairing interac-
tions with tensor and spin-orbit 
forces have never been inves-
tigated, and will provide a 

£F(MeV) 
25 . 50 . 75 0 

8 10 12 

Fig. 1. Nucleon-nucleon scattering phase shifts versus 
EN-N<LAB> =4EF- Solid (dotted) lines represent the 
phase shHts calculated from the OPEG potential with 
2 GeV soft core (the OPEH potential with the hard 
core radius=0.42fm).9> For the 3P2 phase shifts, 

subject of the present paper. solutions of the phase shift analysis are shown.lO> 
For the triplet case, when strong spin-orbit forces are acting, a resulting 

pairing is essentially dictated by the most attractive partial wave. In this physical 
situation, theories of the triplet pairing developed so far only for central forces 
are not applicable to the neutron star matter without revision. In this paper, 
we develope a formulation in the partial wave representation which is applicable 
to the cases with strong spin-orbit forces, as a natural extension of the Bogoliubov 
transformation to the nonzero angular momentum pairing (§ 3). It is shown that 
a special solution with the maximum z-component (mj = ± 2) of the 3P 2 gap equa-
tion in the presence of negative spin-orbit forces corresponds to the equal spin 
pairing given by Anderson and Morel, and the solution of the 3P0 pairing cor-
responds to the isotropic solution obtained by Balian and W erthamer. Applica-
tions to several cases are discussed in § 4. 

Applying this formulation to the 3P2 pairing at high density of the neutron 
star matter, we have obtained an anisotropic energy gap larger than 1 MeV. 
A numerical estimate of the gap has been done by use of Mongan's nonlocal 
separable potentiaP6

) adjusted to nucleon-nucleon scattering. The maximum gap 
is even larger than 3 MeV but the energy gap is very sensitive to the effective 
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正の位相のずれは引力相互作用

に対応する。

低密度においてはスピン一重項
の核子対が生じる。

高密度においてはスピン三重項
の核子対が生じる。

Figure 11: 核子・核子散乱における位相のずれ. 文献 [?]より転載.

図 14は, 核子模型を一つ仮定して, 散乱における位相のずれに関する実験データ・理論予
言をプロットした図になります. まず s波のスピン一重項 (1S0)に注目すると, エネルギーが
小さい時には正の位相のずれで引力相互作用が示唆されますが, エネルギーが大きくなって
くると負の位相のずれで斥力相互作用に転じます. そのとき代わりに, p波のスピン三重項
(3P2: 軌道角運動量 1・スピン角運動量 1, 全角運動量 2の状態)が正の位相を持つようになり
ます. よって, 中性子星の中では低密度の運動量が低い外側部分ではスピン一重項が, 高密度
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の運動量が高い中心部分ではスピン三重項が形成されているのではないかという主張が行わ
れました. もちろんこれは地上実験の結果ですし, 中性子星には媒質効果などもあります. な
ので, これだけを持ってして必ず中性子星の内部で対形成が行われるとは言いきれないので
すが, この散乱実験はそういう可能性を示唆している事実の一つです. 現在は, BSC理論だけ
ではなく, 系のグリーン関数などを解いてギャップが計算されていますのでそれらの結果をご
紹介します. これらの結果も, 中性子星の中でどんな大きさのギャップが形成されているか予
想するための判断材料にされています.

1S0 neutron gap
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D. Page, J. M. Lattimer, M. Prakash, A. W. Steiner [arXiv: 1302.6626].

中性子一重項ギャップのフェルミ運動量依存性

比較的小さいフェルミ運動量，すなわち低密度の領域でのみ

ギャップが生じる。

Figure 12: 中性子一重項: 1S0のギャップエネルギーのプロット. 「Crust/Core」と書かれた
点線が中性子星のコアとクラストの密度の境界値の目安を表す. クラスト領域でギャップが非
零になり, 中性子一重項のクーパー対が形成されうると示唆されている. 文献 [16]より転載.

まずは中性子一重項 (1S0)のプロットです [16]. 前回話したように, ギャップ∆のサイズ
と Tcには一対一の対応があります. なので, 図では右に∆, 左に Tcの軸をとって, フェルミ運
動量 kF の関数としてプロットを示しています. BCS理論だと大きく予言されますが, もう少
し真面目に計算すると小さく抑えられます. それぞれのプロットの違いは, 基本的には原子核
モデルの違いに由来しており, 大体どの模型もO(1) MeV程度のギャップが生じることを予
言しています. なので, これらの曲線の予言の違いが理論誤差を生むと思ってください.

質問: フェルミ運動量が大きくなるとギャップが 0になるのはそう期待されているのですか？
回答: はい, スピン一重項に関してはそう期待されています. 図 14で示した核子・核子散乱
の結果から示唆されているように, フェルミ運動量が大きくなると相互作用が斥力に転じて
しまうからです. BSC理論の説明で示したように, 引力相互作用でないと非零のギャップは生
じません. 後から見るのですが, 中性子星のフェルミ運動量と密度に一対一の対応がつけら
れます. その数値から, 図中に示された線あたりが中性子星内部のインナークラスの密度に相
当している領域です.
次に, 中性子三重項 (3P1)の結果です. 中性子三重項に関してはもっと値が収束していな

くて, とても大きいギャップが予言されるような理論もあります. この原因は, そもそも核子
核子散乱がフィットできていなくてそこから不定性がきています. なので, 多くの模型は中性
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D. Page, J. M. Lattimer, M. Prakash, A. W. Steiner [arXiv: 1302.6626].

フェルミ運動量の大きい，高密度領域でギャップが生じる。
理論計算の誤差が非常に大きい。
位相のずれの測定値をうまく説明できる核子ポテンシャル模型が無いため。

中性子三重項ギャップのフェルミ運動量依存性

Figure 13: 中性子三重項: 3P1のギャップエネルギーのプロット. 「Crust/Core」と書かれた
点線が中性子星のコアとクラストの密度の境界値の目安を表す. コア領域でギャップが非零
になり, 中性子三重項のクーパー対が形成されうると示唆されている. 文献 [16]より転載.

子星のコア部分では非零のギャップをもった中性子三重項が形成されると予言しているので
すが, ギャップの値に関しては不定性が大きすぎてまだ何もものが言えない状況です.
陽子の一重項に関しての結果は図 14に示した通りです. 数 MeV程度のギャップが予言

されていまして, まだまだ不定性は大きいですが中性子三重項の時よりも比較的収束した予
言が得られています. 相互作用が斥力に転じるフェルミ運動量は実は中性子一重項の場合と
同じなのですが, 中性子星内部で陽子の密度は中性子の密度よりも低くなっています. よっ
て, 中性子コア部分でも引力相互作用が実現し, 陽子一重項が形成されると考えられています
[CHECK!].
これを踏まえて, 中性子星の構造とどんな粒子状態が内部に現れうるか見ていきましょう.

図 15が中性子星の構造を表しています. 外側から, 大気・表層 (atomosphere), 外殻 (outer
crust), 内殻 (inner crust), 外核 (outer core), 内核 (inner core) という名称で呼ばれています.
まず, 一番外側には薄い大気・表層と呼ばれる膜が形成されています. 次に, 外殻には中性子
過剰核が結晶構造を組んで存在しています. フェルミ縮退した電子もしみ出ています. 内側
に行けばいくほど, 密度が上がっていき, 中性子も外側にしみ出てきます. 内殻部分ではまだ
中性子過剰核は存在していますが, すでに中性子はしみ出し始めています. 先ほど見たよう
に, 内殻部分では中性子一重項が存在していると考えられています. 核に入っていくと, 完全
に原子核は消滅して, 中性子, 電子, ミューオンなどの混合状態になっています. もっと内側
に行って内核になるともう何が存在しているかきちんとわかっていません. 例えば, ハイペ
ロンが存在しているだとか, π/K 凝縮が起こっているだとか, クォークがしみ出ているだと
か, 様々な可能性が議論されています. 今回の講義では, これらの可能性は考えません. まず
一つ目の理由として, 上記の可能性を実現させる中性子星の状態方程式は天体観測の結果を
再現しにくいことがわかっているいからです. 「状態方程式が柔らかい」というんですけど
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Singlet (1S0) Triplet (3P1)

→ Can be read out from phase shift in nuclear scattering 

•Positive : attractive

•Negative : repulsive

p-pF

ϵ(p)

Δ

Singlet (1S0)
Triplet (3P1)

: low momentum → inner crust

: low momentum → core

Region for super fluidity to appear

• Two possibilities: singlet vs triplet


• Energy gap depends on Fermi momentum 

[D. Page+ [1302.6626]]


